Abstract. We prove the existence of a family of embedded doubly periodic minimal surfaces of (quotient) genus g with orthogonal ends that generalizes the classical doubly periodic surface of Scherk and the genus-one Scherk surface of Karcher. The proof of the family of immersed surfaces is by induction on genus, while the proof of embeddedness is by the conjugate Plateau method.
Introduction
In this note we prove the existence of a sequence fS g g of embedded doubly-periodic minimal surfaces, beginning with the classical Scherk surface, indexed by the number g of handles in a fundamental domain. Formally, we prove Theorem 1.1. There exists a family fS g g of embedded minimal surfaces, invariant under a rank two group L g generated by horizontal orthogonal translations. The quotient of each surface S g by L g has genus g and four vertical ends arranged into two orthogonal pairs.
Our interest in these surfaces has a number of sources. First, of course, is that these are a new family of embedded doubly periodic minimal surfaces with high topological complexity but relatively small symmetry group for their quotient genus. Next, unlike the surfaces produced through desingularization of degenerate configurations (see [25] , [26] for example), these surfaces are not created as members of a degenerating family or are even known to be close to a degenerate surface. More concretely, there is now an abundance of embedded doubly periodic minimal surfaces with parallel ends due to [3] , while in the case of non-parallel ends, the Scherk and Karcher-Scherk surfaces were the only examples.
Third, one can imagine these surfaces as the initial point for a sheared family of (quotient) genus g embedded surfaces that would limit to a translation-invariant (quotient) genus g helicoid: such a program has recently been implemented for the case of genus one by Baginski and Ramos-Batista [1] and Douglas [5] .
Our final reason is that there is a novelty to our argument in this paper in that we combine Weierstrass representation techniques for creating immersed minimal surfaces of arbitrary genus with conjugate Plateau methods for producing embedded surfaces. The result is then embedded surfaces of arbitrary (quotient) genus.
Intuitively, our method to create the family of immersed surfaces-afterwards proven embedded-is to add a handle within a fundamental domain, and then flow within a moduli space of such surfaces to a minimal representative. We developed the method of proof in [28] and [29] (see also the survey [36] ) of using the theory of flat structures to add handles to the classical Enneper's surface and the semi-classical Costa surface; here we observe that the method easily extends to the case of the doubly-periodic Scherk surfaceindeed, we will compute that the relevant flat structures for Scherk's surface with handles are close cousins to the relevant flat structures for Enneper's surface with handles. (This is a small surprise as the two surfaces are not usually regarded as having similar geometries.)
Finally, we look at a fundamental domain on the surface for the automorphism group of the surface and analyze its conjugate surface. As this turns out to be a graph, Krust's theorem implies that our original fundamental domain is embedded.
Our paper is organized as follows: in the second section, we recall the background information about the Weierstrass representation, conjugate surfaces, and Teichmü ller theory, which we will need to construct our family of surfaces. In the third section, we outline our method and begin the construction by computing triples of relevant flat structures corresponding to candidates for the Weierstrass representation for the g-handled Scherk surfaces. In the fourth section, we define a finite dimensional moduli space M g of such triples and define a non-negative height function H : M g ! R on that moduli space; a well-defined g-handled Scherk surface S g will correspond to a zero of that height function. Also in Section 4, we prove that this height function is proper on M g .
In Section 5, we show that the only critical points of H on a certain locus Y g H M g are at H À1 f0g X Y, proving the existence of the desired surfaces. We define this locus Y g H M g as an extension of a desingularization of the ðg À 1Þ-handled Scherk surface S gÀ1 , viewed as an element of M gÀ1 H qM g , itself a stratum of the boundary qM g of the closure M g of M g .
In Section 6, we show that the resulting surfaces fS g g are all embedded.
Background and notation
2.1. History of doubly-periodic minimal surfaces. In 1835, Scherk [22] discovered a 1-parameter family of properly embedded doubly-periodic minimal surfaces S 0 ðyÞ in Euclidean space. These surfaces are invariant under a lattice G ¼ G y of horizontal Euclidean translations of the plane which induce orientation-preserving isometries of the surface S 0 ðyÞ. If we identify the xy-plane with C, this lattice is spanned by vectors 1, e iy .
In the upper half space, S 0 ðyÞ is asymptotic to a family of equally spaced half planes. The same holds in the lower half space for a di¤erent family of half planes. The angle between these two families is the parameter y A ð0; p=2. The quotient surface S 0 ðyÞ=G y is conformally equivalent to a sphere punctured at G1, Ge iy .
Weierstrass data on a compact Riemann surface with finitely many punctures which extend meromorphically to these punctures.
Weierstrass representation.
Let S be a minimal surface in space with metric ds, and denote the underlying Riemann surface by R. The stereographic projection of the Gauss map defines a meromorphic function G on R, and the complex extension of the third coordinate di¤erential dx 3 defines a holomorphic 1-form dh on R, called the height di¤er-ential. The data ðR; G; dhÞ comprise the Weierstrass data of the minimal surface. Via
one can reconstruct the surface as
Vice versa, this Weierstrass representation can be used on any set of Weierstrass data to define a minimal surface in space. Care has to be taken that the metric becomes complete.
This procedure works locally, but the surface is only well-defined globally if the periods For surfaces that are intended to be periodic, one can either define Weierstrass data on periodic surfaces, or more commonly, one can insist that equations (2.1) and (2.2) hold for only some of the cycles, with the rest of the homology having periods that generate some discrete subgroup of Euclidean translations. Our setting will be of the latter type, with periods that either vanish or are in a rank-two abelian group of orthogonal horizontal translations.
away from the support of the divisor of o i ; on elements p of that divisor, the metrics have cone points with angles equal to 2p À ord o i ðpÞ þ 1 Á . More importantly, the periods of the forms are given by the Euclidean geometry of the developed image of the metric ds o i -a period of a cycle g is the (complex) distance C between consecutive images of a distinguished point in g. We reverse this procedure in Section 3: we use putative developed images of the one-forms G dh, G À1 dh, and dh to solve formally the period problem for some formal Weierstrass data. For more details about the properties of flat structures associated to meromorphic 1-forms in connection with minimal surfaces, see [27] .
2.4. The conjugate Plateau construction and Krust's theorem. The material here will be needed in Section 6 where we will prove the embeddedness of our surfaces. General references for the cited theorems of this subsection are [20] and [4] .
Given a minimal immersion
then the immersions
define the associate family of minimal surfaces. Among them, the conjugate surface F Ã ¼ F p=2 is of special importance because symmetry properties of F correspond to symmetry properties of F Ã as follows:
Theorem 2.3. If a minimal surface patch is bounded by a straight line, the conjugate patch is bounded by a planar symmetry curve, and vice versa. Angles at corresponding vertices are the same.
If l 1 and l 2 are a pair of intersecting straight lines on the conjugate patch corresponding to the intersection of a pair of ( planar) symmetry curves lying on planes P 1 and P 2 , then the lines l 1 and l 2 span a plane orthogonal to the line common to P 1 and P 2 .
Proof. The first paragraph is well known: see [13] for example. The second paragraph is elementary, for if P is a plane of reflective symmetry, then the normal to the surface must lie in the plane. At the intersection of two such planes, the normal must lie in both planes, hence in the line L of intersection of the two planes. But the Gauss map is preserved by the conjugacy correspondence, hence both of the corresponding straight lines l 1 and l 2 are orthogonal to L. Thus the plane spanned by l 1 and l 2 is normal to L, the line of intersection of P 1 and P 2 . r
The best-known example of a conjugate pair are the catenoid and one full turn of the helicoid. The second-best-known examples are the singly-and doubly-periodic Scherk surfaces.
To get started with the conjugate Plateau construction, one can take a boundary contour bounded by straight lines and solve the Plateau problem using the classic result of Douglas and Radó (see [15] for a proof): Theorem 2.4. Let G be a Jordan curve in E 3 bounding a finite-area disk. Then there exists a continuous map c from the closed unit disk D into E 3 such that
(2) c is harmonic and almost conformal in D.
(3) cðDÞ minimizes the area among all admissible maps.
Here almost conformal allows a vanishing derivative and admissible maps on the disk are required to be in H 1; 2 ðD; E 3 Þ so that their trace on qD can be represented by a weakly monotonic, continuous mapping qD ! G.
For good boundary curves, one obtains the embeddedness and uniqueness of the Plateau solution for free by Theorem 2.5. If G has a one-to-one parallel projection onto a planar convex curve, then G bounds at most one disk-type minimal surface which can be expressed as the graph of a function f :
The embeddedness of a Plateau solution sometimes implies the embeddedness of the conjugate surface. This observation is due to Krust (unpublished), see [13] . Theorem 2.6 (Krust). If a minimal surface is a graph over a convex domain, then the conjugate piece is also a graph.
Teichmüller theory.
For M a smooth surface, let TeichðMÞ denote the Teichmü ller space of all conformal structures on M under the equivalence relation given by pullback by di¤eomorphisms isotopic to the identity map id : M ! M. Then it is well known that TeichðMÞ is a smooth finite-dimensional manifold if M is a closed surface.
There are two spaces of tensors on a Riemann surface R that are important for the Teichmü ller theory. The first is the space QDðRÞ of holomorphic quadratic di¤erentials, i.e., tensors which have the local form F ¼ jðzÞ dz 2 where jðzÞ is holomorphic. The second is the space of Beltrami di¤erentials BeltðRÞ, i.e., tensors which have the local form m ¼ mðzÞ dz=dz.
The cotangent space T Ã ½R

À
TeichðMÞ
Á is canonically isomorphic to QDðRÞ, and the tangent space is given by equivalence classes of (infinitesimal) Beltrami di¤erentials, where m 1 is equivalent to m 2 if
If f : C ! C is a di¤eomorphism, then the Beltrami di¤erential associated to the pull-
If f e is a family of such di¤eomorphisms with
We will carry out an example of this computation in Section 5.2.
A holomorphic quadratic di¤erential comes with a picture that is a useful aid to one's intuition about it. The picture is that of a pair of transverse measured foliations, whose properties we sketch briefly (see [6] for more details).
A C k measured foliation on R with singularities z 1 ; . . . ; z l of order k 1 ; . . . ; k l (respectively) is given by an open covering fU i g of R À fz 1 ; . . . ; z l g and open sets V 1 ; . . . ; V l around z 1 ; . . . ; z l (respectively) along with real valued C k functions v i defined on U i s.t.
(1)
Evidently, the kernels ker dv i define a C kÀ1 line field on R which integrates to give a foliation F on R À fz 1 ; . . . ; z l g, with a k j þ 2 pronged singularity at z j . Moreover, given an arc A H R, we have a well-defined measure mðAÞ given by
where jdvj is defined by jdvj U i ¼ jdv i j. An important feature that we require of this measure is its 'translation invariance'. That is, suppose A 0 H R is an arc transverse to the foliation F, with qA 0 a pair of points, one on the leaf l and one on the leaf l 0 ; then, if we deform A 0 to A 1 via an isotopy through arcs A t that maintains the transversality of the image of A 0 at every time, and also preserves the condition qA t H fl; l 0 g that the endpoints qA t of the arcs A t remain on the leaves l and l 0 , respectively, then we require that mðA 0 Þ ¼ mðA 1 Þ. Now a holomorphic quadratic di¤erential F defines a measured foliation in the following way. The zeros F À1 ð0Þ of F are well-defined; away from these zeros, we can choose a canonical conformal coordinate zðzÞ
The local measured foliations (fRe z ¼ constg, jd Re zj) then piece together to form a measured foliation known as the vertical measured foliation of F, with the translation invariance of this measured foliation of F following from Cauchy's theorem.
Work of Hubbard and Masur [9] (see also alternate proofs in [14] , [7] , [35] , following Jenkins [10] and Strebel [23] , showed that given a measured foliation ðF; mÞ and a Riemann surface R, there is a unique holomorphic quadratic di¤erential F m on R so that the horizontal measured foliation of F m is equivalent to ðF; mÞ.
2.6. Extremal length. The extremal length ext R ð½gÞ of a class of arcs G on a Riemann surface R is defined to be the conformal invariant ext R ð½gÞ ¼ sup r l 2 r ðGÞ AreaðrÞ where r ranges over all conformal metrics on R with areas 0 < AreaðrÞ < y and l r ðGÞ denotes the infimum of r-lengths of curves g A G. Here G may consist of all curves freely homotopic to a given curve, a union of free homotopy classes, a family of arcs with endpoints in a pair of given boundaries, or even a more general class. Kerckho¤ [14] showed that this definition of extremal lengths of curves extended naturally to a definition of extremal lengths of measured foliations.
For a class G consisting of all curves freely homotopic to a single curve g H M (or more generally, a measured foliation ðF; mÞ), we see that ext ðÁÞ ðGÞ (or ext ðÁÞ ðmÞ) can be construed as a real-valued function ext ðÁÞ ðGÞ : TeichðMÞ ! R. Gardiner [7] showed that ext ðÁÞ ðmÞ is di¤erentiable and Gardiner and Masur [8] showed that ext ðÁÞ ðmÞ A C 1 À TeichðMÞ Á .
In our particular applications, the extremal length functions on our moduli spaces will be real analytic: this will be explained in Proposition 4.4.
Moreover Gardiner computed that
2.7. A brief sketch of the proof. In this subsection, we sketch basic logic of the approach and the ideas of the proofs, as a step-by-step recipe.
Step 1. Draw the surface. The first step in proving the existence of a minimal surface is to work out a detailed proposal. This can either be done numerically, as in the work of (i) Thayer [24] for the Chen-Gackstatter surfaces we discussed in [28] , (ii) Boix and Wohlgemuth [2] , [31] , [32] , [33] for the low genus surfaces we treated in [29] and (iii) Figures 2.1 and 2.2 below for the present case; or it can be schematic, showing how various portions of the surface might fit together, using plausible symmetry assumptions.
Step 2. Compute the divisors for the forms G dh and G À1 dh. From the model that we drew in Step 1, we can compute the divisors for the Weierstrass data, which we just defined to be the Gauss map G and the 'height' form dh. (Note here how important it is that the Weierstrass representation is given in terms of geometrically defined quantities-for us, this gives the passage between the extrinsic geometry of the minimal surface as defined in Step 1 and the conformal geometry and Teichmü ller theory of the later steps.) Thus we can also compute the divisors for the meromorphic forms G dh and G À1 dh on the Riemann surface (so far undetermined, but assumed to exist) underlying the minimal surface. Of course the divisors for a form determine the form up to a constant, so the divisor information nearly determines the Weierstrass data for our surface. Here our schematics suggest the appropriate divisor information, and this is confirmed by the numerics.
Step 3. Compute the flat structures for the forms G dh and G À1 dh required by the period conditions. A meromorphic form on a Riemann surface defines a flat singular (con-formal) metric on that surface: for example, from the form G dh on our putative Riemann surface, we determine a line element ds G dh ¼ jG dhj. This metric is locally Euclidean away from the support of the divisor of the form and has a complete Euclidean cone structure in a neighborhood of a zero or pole of the form. Thus we can develop the universal cover of the surface into the Euclidean plane.
The flat structures for the forms G dh and G À1 dh are not completely arbitrary: because the periods for the pair of forms must be conjugate (formula (2.2)), the flat structures must develop into domains which have a particular Euclidean geometric relationship to one another. This relationship is crucial to our approach, so we will dwell on it somewhat. If the map dev : W ! E 2 is the map which develops the flat structure of a form, say a, on a domain W into E 2 , then the map dev pulls back the canonical form dz on C G E 2 to the form a on o. Thus the periods of a on the Riemann surface are given by integrals of dz along the developed image of paths in C, i.e. by di¤erences of the complex numbers representing endpoints of those paths in C.
We construe all of this as requiring that the flat structures develop into domains that are 'conjugate': if we collect all of the di¤erences in positions of parallel sides for the developed image of the form G dh into a large complex-valued n-tuple V G dh , and we collect all of the di¤erences in positions of corresponding parallel sides for the developed image of the form G À1 dh into a large complex-valued n-tuple V G À1 dh , then these two complex-valued vectors V G dh and V G À1 dh should be conjugate. Thus, we translate the 'period problem' into a statement about the Euclidean geometry of the developed flat structures. This is done at the end of Section 3.
The period problem (2.1) for the form dh will be trivially solved for the surfaces we treat here.
Step 4. Define the moduli space of pairs of conjugate flat domains. Now we work backwards. We know the general form of the developed images (called W G dh and W G À1 dh , respectively) of flat structures associated to the forms G dh and G À1 dh, but in general, there are quite a few parameters of the flat structures left undetermined; this holds even after we have assumed symmetries, determined the Weierstrass divisor data for the models and used the period conditions (2.2) to restrict the relative Euclidean geometries of the pair W G dh and W G À1 dh . Thus, there is a moduli space D of possible candidates of pairs W G dh and W G À1 dh : our period problem (condition (2.2)) is now a conformal problem of finding such a pair which are conformally equivalent by a map which preserves the corresponding cone points. (Solving this problem means that there is a well-defined Riemann surface which can be developed into E 2 in two ways, so that the pair of pullbacks of the form dz give forms G dh and G À1 dh with conjugate periods.)
The condition of conjugacy of the domains W G dh and W G À1 dh often dictates some restrictions on the moduli space, and even a collection of geometrically defined coordinates. We work these out in Section 3.
Step 5. Solve the conformal problem using Teichmü ller theory. At this juncture, our minimal surface problem has become a problem of finding a special point in a product of moduli spaces of complex domains: we will have no further references to minimal surface theory. The plan is straightforward: we will define a height function H : D ! R with the properties:
(1) (Reflexivity) The height H equals 0 only at a solution to the conformal problem.
(2) (Properness) The height H is proper on D. This ensures the existence of a critical point.
(3) (Non-degenerate flow) If the height H at a pair ðW G dh ; W G À1 dh Þ does not vanish, then the height H is not critical at that pair ðW G dh ; W G À1 dh Þ. This is clearly enough to solve the problem: we now sketch the proofs of these steps.
Step 5a. Reflexivity. We need conformal invariants of a domain that provide a complete set of invariants for reflexivity, have estimable asymptotics for properness, and computable first derivatives (in moduli space) for the non-degenerate flow property. One obvious choice is a set of functions of extremal lengths for a good choice of curve systems, say G ¼ fg 1 ; . . . ; g g g on the domains. These are defined for our examples in Section 4.1. We then define a height function H which vanishes only when there is agreement between all of the extremal lengths ext Step 5b. Properness. Our height function will measure di¤erences in the extremal lengths ext W G dh ðg i Þ and ext W G À1 dh ðg i Þ. A geometric degeneration of the flat structure of either W G dh or W G À1 dh will force one of the extremal lengths ext ðg i Þ to tend to zero or infinity, while the other extremal length stays finite and bounded away from zero. This is a straightforward situation where it will be obvious that the height function will blow up. A more subtle case arises when a geometric degeneration of the flat structure forces both of the extremal lengths ext W G dh ðg i Þ and ext W G À1 dh ðg i Þ to simultaneously decay (or explode). In that case, we begin by observing that there is a natural map between the vector hext W G dh ðg i Þi and the vector hext W G À1 dh ðg i Þi. This pair of vectors is reminiscent of pairs of solutions to a hypergeometric equation, and we show, by a monodromy argument analogous to that used in the study of those equations, that it is not possible for corresponding components of that vector to vanish or blow up at identical rates. In particular, we show that the logarithmic terms in the asymptotic expansion of the extremal lengths near zero have a di¤erent sign, and this sign di¤erence forces a di¤erence in the rates of decay that is detected by the height function, forcing it to blow up in this case. The monodromy argument is given in Section 4.3, and the properness discussion consumes Section 4.2.
Step 5c. Non-degenerate flow. The domains W G dh and W G À1 dh have a remarkable property: if ext W G dh ðg i Þ > ext W G À1 dh ðg i Þ, then when we deform W G dh so as to decrease ext W G dh ðg i Þ, the conjugacy condition forces us to deform W G À1 dh so as to increase ext W G À1 dh ðg i Þ. We can thus always deform W G dh and W G À1 dh so as to reduce one term of the height function H. We develop this step in Section 5.
Step 5d. Regeneration. In the process described in the previous step, an issue arises: we might be able to reduce one term of the height function via a deformation, but this might a¤ect the other terms, so as to not provide an overall decrease in height. We thus seek a locus Y in our moduli space where the height function has but a single nonvanishing term, and all the other terms vanish to at least second order. If we can find such a locus Y, we can flow along that locus to a solution. To begin our search for such a locus, we observe which flat domains arise as limits of our domains W G dh and W G À1 dh : commonly, the degenerate domains are the flat domains for a similar minimal surface problem, maybe of slightly lower genus or fewer ends.
We find our desired locus by considering the boundary of the (closure) of the moduli space D: this boundary has strata of moduli spaces D 0 for minimal surface problems of lower complexity. By induction, there are solutions of those problems represented on such a boundary strata D 0 (with all of the corresponding extremal lengths in agreement), and we prove that there is a nearby locus Y inside the larger moduli space D which has the analogues of those same extremal lengths in agreement. As a corollary of that condition, the height function on Y has the desired simple properties.
2.8. The geometry of orthodisks. In this section we introduce the notion of orthodisks.
Consider the upper half plane H and n f 3 distinguished points t i on the real line. The point t y ¼ y will also be a distinguished point. We will refer to the upper half plane together with these data as a conformal polygon and to the distinguished points as vertices. Two conformal polygons are conformally equivalent if there is a biholomorphic map between the disks carrying vertices to vertices, and fixing y.
Let a i be some odd integers such that
By a Schwarz-Christo¤el map we mean the map
Here O is some fixed base point in H, for instance O ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi À1 p . A point t i with a i > À2 is called finite, otherwise infinite. By equation (2.4) , there is at least one finite vertex. Definition 2.7. Let a i be odd integers. The pull-back of the flat metric on C by F defines a complete flat metric with boundary on H W R without the infinite vertices. We call such a metric an orthodisk. The a i are called the vertex data of the orthodisk. The edges of an orthodisk are the boundary segments between vertices; they come in a natural order. Consecutive edges meet orthogonally at the finite vertices. Every other edge is parallel under the parallelism induced by the flat metric of the orthodisk. Oriented distances between parallel edges are called periods. We will discuss the relationship of these periods to the periods arising in the minimal surface context in Section 3.
The periods can have 4 di¤erent signs: þ1, À1, þi, Ài.
The interplay between these signs is crucial to our monodromy argument, especially Lemma 4.11.
Remark 2.8. The integer a i corresponds to an angle ða i þ 2Þp=2 of the orthodisk. Negative angles are meaningful because a vertex (with a negative angle Ày) lies at infinity and is the intersection of a pair of lines which also intersect at a finite point, where they make a positive angle of þy.
In all the drawings of the orthodisks to follow, we mean the domain to be to the left of the boundary, where we orient the boundary by the order of the points t i .
2.9. Scherk's and Karcher's doubly-periodic surfaces. The singly-and doublyperiodic Scherk surfaces are conjugate spherical minimal surfaces whose Weierstrass data lead to no computational di‰culties and whose orthodisk description illustrates the basic concepts in an ideal way.
We discuss first the Weierstrass representation of the doubly-periodic Scherk surfaces S 0 ðyÞ (see Figure 2 .1).
on the Riemann sphere punctured at the four points q ¼ Ge
Gif .
The residues of dh at the punctures have the real values G1 4 sin 2f and hence we have no vertical periods. At the punctures (which correspond to the ends) the Gauss map is horizontal and takes the values Ge Gif so that the angle between two ends is 2f. Because of this, the horizontal surface periods around a puncture q are given as complex numbers by
These numbers span a horizontal lattice in C so that the surface is indeed doubly-periodic. Indeed we can now regard the result as being defined over the even squares of a sheared checkerboard with vertices given by the period lattice. Our principal interest in this paper will be with handle addition for the orthogonal Scherk surface S 0 ¼ S 0 ðp=2Þ, i.e. the case where in the above we set f ¼ p=2 to obtain a period lattice which is a multiple of the Gaussian integers. It would be interesting to shear these surfaces, as in the work of Baginski and Ramos-Batista [1] or Douglas [5] , so that the periods span a non-orthogonal horizontal lattice, or to add handles to a sheared surface S 1 ðyÞ.
The construction of S 1 is due to Hermann Karcher [12] who found a way to 'add a handle' to the classical Scherk surface. Here we mean that he found a doubly-periodic minimal surface whose fundamental domain is equivariantly isotopic to a doubly-periodic surface formed by adding a handle to the Scherk surface above.
We now reprove the result of Karcher from the perspective of orthodisks.
The quotient surface of S 1 by its horizontal period lattice is a square torus with four punctures corresponding to the ends. We will construct this surface using the Weierstrass data given by Figure 2 .3 below. We begin with the figure on the far right. The points with labels 1 to 4 are 2-division points on the torus and correspond to the points with vertical normal on S 1 . The points E 1 , E 2 and their symmetric counterparts (not labeled) correspond to the ends. The point E 1 is placed on the straight segment between 1 and 2, and its position is a free parameter that will be used to solve the period problem. The other poles are then determined by the reflective symmetries of the square. We obtain the domains W G dh and W G À1 dh (see Figure 2 .4) by developing just the shaded square of the regions given by Figure 2 .3. As usual, the domains lie in separate planes and the half-strips extend to infinity. Observe that these domains are arranged to be symmetric with respect to the y ¼ Àx diagonal.
Remark 2.9. Four copies of the (say) domain W G dh (whose Euclidean metric is given by jG dhj) fit together to form a region as in Figure 2 .5 with orthogonal half-strips, where a square from the center has removed. This square (with opposite edges identified) corresponds precisely to the added handle.
The period condition requires G dh and G À1 dh to have the same residues at E 1 and E 2 (so that the half-infinite strips need to have the same width) and the remaining periods need to be complex conjugate so that the 23 and 34 edges need to have the same length in both domains.
This is a one-dimensional period problem, and as is often the case, one can solve it via an intermediate value argument. There are two versions of this argument, one approaching the problem from the perspective of the period integrals on a fixed Riemann sur- face, and the other from the perspective of the conformal moduli of the pair of orthodisks. We begin with the version based on the behavior of the period integrals in the limit cases. We keep the discussion as close as possible to the orthodisk description by using SchwarzChristo¤el maps from the upper half plane to parametrize the domains for G dh and G À1 dh:
Here the points À1 < Àr < 0 < r < 1 < y on the real axis are mapped to the labels 4, E 2 , 1, E 1 , 2, 3, respectively. The normalization is chosen so that
The parameter r determines the relative position of E 1 and will now be determined. For this we compute as follows the G dh-length A G dh of the edge 23 and the G À1 dh-length A G À1 dh of the edge 23 as functions of r using hypergeometric functions:
The period condition requires
To determine r, notice the 'boundary conditions'
so that the intermediate value theorem implies the existence of a solution.
Alternatively, we can give an intermediate value theorem argument based on extremal length. This is more in keeping with our theme of converting the period problem for minimal surfaces into a conformal problem for orthodisks.
In terms of the orthodisks, the family of possible pairs fW G dh ; W G À1 dh g of orthodisks can be normalized so that each half-strip end of either W G dh or W G À1 dh has width one. Then the family of pairs fW G dh ; W G À1 dh g is parametrized by the distance, say d 13 , between the points 1 and 3 in the domain W G dh : there is degeneration in the domain W G dh as d 13 ! 0, and there is degeneration in the other domain
Consider the family F of curves connecting the side E 1 2 with the side E 2 4. Let us examine the extremal length of this family under the pair of limits. In the first case, as d 13 ! 0, the two edges E 2 4 and E 1 2 are becoming disconnected in W G dh , while the domain W G À1 dh is converging to a non-degenerate domain. Thus the extremal length of F in W G dh is becoming infinite, while the corresponding extremal length in W G À1 dh is remaining finite and positive. The upshot is that near this limit point, ext W G dh ðFÞ > ext W G À1 dh ðFÞ.
Near the other endpoint, where d 13 is nearly ffiffi ffi 2 p in W G dh , the opposite inequality holds. This claim is a bit more subtle, as since the pair of segments 23 and 34 are converging to a single point, we see both extremal lengths ext W G dh ðFÞ and ext W G À1 dh ðFÞ are tending to zero. Yet it is quite easy to compute that the rates of vanishing are quite di¤erent, yielding ext W G dh ðFÞ < ext W G À1 dh ðFÞ near this endpoint. To see this let W G dh ðeÞ and W G À1 dh ðeÞ denote the domains W G dh (and W G À1 dh , respectively) with the lengths of sides 23 or 34 being e. We are interested in the Schwarz-Christo¤el maps F G dh; e : H ! W G dh ðeÞ and F G À1 dh; e : H ! W G À1 dh ðeÞ, and in particular at the preimages x 2 ðeÞ, x 3 ðeÞ, x 4 ðeÞ (and y 2 ðeÞ, y 3 ðeÞ, y 4 ðeÞ, resp.) under F G dh; e (and F G À1 dh ðeÞ, resp.) of the vertices marked 2, 3 and 4. It is straightforward to see that up to a factor that is bounded away from both 0 and y as e ! 0, these positions are given by the positions of the corresponding pre-images of the simplified (and symmetric) maps
where fx i g and fy i g are bounded away from zero and we have suppressed the dependence on e in the expressions for the vertices. (We can ignore the factor because we can, for example, normalize the positions of the points so the distance x 4 À x 3 is the only free parameter. Once that is done, the factor is determined by an integral of a path beginning in the interval ½x 4 ; E 2 to a point in the interval ½x 1 ; E 1 ; in this situation, both the length of the path and the integrand are bounded away from both zero and infinity, proving the assertion.) Thus we may compute the asymptotics by setting
, that we have bounded x 2 , x 3 , x 4 away from zero, and that we have assumed the symmetry
A similar formal substitution into the integral expression for F G À1 dh ðeÞ, again using the symmetry of the domain, yields that
As the extremal length ext W G dh ðFÞ and ext W G À1 dh ðFÞ of F are given by the extremal lengths in H for a family of arcs between intervals that surround x 2 , x 3 , and x 4 (or y 2 , y 3 , and y 4 ) in H, and those extremal lengths are monotone increasing in the length of the excluded interval x 2 x 4 (or y 2 y 4 ), we see from the displayed formulae above and that e 2=3 > e 2 for e small implies that ext W G dh ðFÞ < ext W G À1 dh ðFÞ ð2:6Þ for e small, as desired.
Orthodisks for the Scherk family
In this section, we begin our proof of the existence of the surfaces S g , the doublyperiodic Scherk surfaces with g handles. We begin by deciding on the form of the relevant orthodisks; our plan is to adduce these orthodisks from the orthodisks for the classical Scherk surface S 0 and the Karcher surface S 1 . It will then turn out that these orthodisks are quite similar to the orthodisks we used in [28] to prove the existence of the surfaces E g of genus g with one Enneper-like end.
In this section we will introduce pairs of orthodisks and outline the existence proof for the S g surfaces, using the E g surfaces as the model case. The existence proof consists of several steps. The first is to set up a space D ¼ D g of geometric coordinates such that each point in this space gives rise to a pair of conjugate orthodisks as described in Section 2. Given such a pair, one canonically obtains a pair of marked Riemann surfaces with meromorphic 1-forms having complex conjugate periods. If the surfaces were conformally equivalent, these two 1-forms would serve as the 1-forms G dh and G À1 dh in the Weierstrass representation. After that, it remains to find a point in the geometric coordinate space so that the two surfaces are indeed conformal. To achieve this, a non-negative height function H is constructed on the coordinate space with the following properties:
(1) H is proper.
(2) H ¼ 0 implies that the two surfaces are conformal.
(3) Given a surface S gÀ1 , there is a smooth locus Y which lies properly in the S g coordinate space D g whose closure contains
The height should be considered as some adapted measurement of the conformal distance between the two surfaces. Hence it is natural to construct such a function using conformal invariants. We have chosen to build an expression using the extremal lengths of suitable cycles.
The first condition on the height poses a severe restriction on the choice of the geometric coordinate system: The extremal length of a cycle becomes zero or infinite only if the surface develops a node near that cycle. Hence we must at least ensure that when reaching the boundary qD g of the geometric coordinate domain D g , at least one of the two surfaces degenerates conformally. This condition is called completeness of the geometric coordinate domain D g .
Fortunately, we can use the definition of the geometric coordinates for E g to derive complete geometric coordinates for S g .
We recall the geometric coordinates that we used in [28] to prove the existence of the Enneper-ended surfaces E g . There, both domains W G dh and W G À1 dh were bounded by staircase-like objects we referred to as 'zigzags': in particular, the boundary of a domain was a properly embedded arc, which alternated between (g þ 1) purely vertical segments and (g þ 1) purely horizontal segments and was symmetric across a diagonal line. Any such boundary is determined up to translation by the lengths of its initial g finite-length sides, and up to homothety by any subset of those of size g À 1. Thus, the geometric coordinates we used for such a domain W G dh or W G À1 dh were the lengths of the first g À 1 sides. These coordinates are obviously complete.
Remark 3.1. We were fortunate in [28] , as we will be in the present case, to be able to restrict our attention to orthodisks which embed in the plane. For orthodisk systems that branch over the plane (see [29] ) or are not planar (see [5] ), the description of the geometric coordinates can be quite subtle.
Recall that the orthodisks for the Chen-Gackstatter surfaces of higher genus were obtained by taking the negative y-axis and the positive x-axis and replacing the subarc from ð0; ÀaÞ to ða; 0Þ by a monotone arc consisting of horizontal and vertical segments which were symmetric with respect to the diagonal y ¼ Àx. The two regions separated by this 'zigzag' constituted a pair of orthodisks. The geometric coordinates were given by the edge lengths of the finite segments above the diagonal y ¼ Àx.
For our new surfaces, we continue the above construction as follows. Denote the vertex of the new subarc that meets the diagonal by ðc; ÀcÞ. Choose b > c. We then intersect the upper left region with the half planes fx > Àbg and fy < bg. Similarly, we intersect the lower right region with the half planes fx < bg and fy > Àbg. This procedure defines two domains which we denote by W G dh and W G À1 dh . We use the convention that W G dh is the domain where the vertex ðc; ÀcÞ makes a 3p=2 angle.
As geometric coordinates for this pair of orthodisks we take the edge lengths as before and in addition the width b of the half-infinite vertical and horizontal strips. Proof. Certainly if one of the finite edges degenerates, the conformal structure also leaves all compact sets in its moduli space. Next, if the geometric coordinate b À c tends to 0, the two vertices on the diagonal y ¼ Àx coalesce, so that the extremal length of the arc connecting P 0 E 2 to E 1 P 2g tends to y, and so the surface has also degenerated. r Why should such an orthodisk system correspond to a doubly-periodic minimal surface of genus g? Here we are both generalizing the intuition given by Karcher's surface, or alternatively relying on numerical simulation (see Figure 1.1) . Either way, we can conjecture the divisor data for a fundamental (and planar) piece of the surface S g , and use this to define the orthodisk of the surface, hence the developed image of a fundamental piece.
To formalize the discussion, we introduce: Definition 3.3. A pair of orthodisks is called reflexive if there is a vertex-and labelpreserving holomorphic map between them.
Then we have: Theorem 3.4. Given a reflexive pair of orthodisks of genus g, there is a doubly-periodic minimal surface of genus g in T Â E with two top and two bottom ends, the top ends being orthogonal to the bottom ends.
Proof. We first construct the underlying Riemann surface by taking the W G dh orthodisk, doubling it along the boundary, and then taking a double branched cover of that, branched at the vertices. This gives us a Riemann surface X g of genus g. That Riemann surface carries a natural cone metric induced by the flat metric of W G dh . As all identifications are done by parallel translations, this cone metric has trivial holonomy and hence the exterior derivative of its developing map defines a 1-form which we call G dh. This 1-form is well-defined, up to multiplication by a complex number.
By the reflexivity condition, the very same Riemann surface X g carries another cone metric, being induced from the W G À1 dh orthodisk and the canonical identification of the W G dh and W G À1 dh orthodisks by a vertex-preserving conformal di¤eomorphism. This second orthodisk defines a second 1-form, denoted by G À1 dh, also well-defined only up to scaling.
The free scaling parameters are now fixed (up to an arbitrary real scale factor which only a¤ects the size of the surface in E 3 ) so that the developed W G dh and W G À1 dh are truly complex conjugate if we use the same base point and base direction for the two developing maps.
This way we have defined the Weierstrass data G and dh on a Riemann surface X g .
We show next that the resulting minimal surface has the desired geometric properties. The cone points on X g come only from the orthodisk vertices: the finite vertices P j , being branch points, lift to a single cone point (also denoted P j ). The other finite cone points V þ and V À give also only one cone point on the surface, denoted by V . The half strips lead to four cone points E i . From the cone angles we can easily deduce the divisors of the induced 1-forms as
These data guarantee that the surface is properly immersed, without singularities, and complete. The points P i and V correspond to the points with vertical normal at the attached handles, while the E i correspond to the four ends. As dh has only simple zeroes and poles, its periods will all have the same phase, and using a local coordinate it is easy to see that the periods must all be real. For the cycles in W G dh and W G À1 dh corresponding to finite edges, the conjugacy condition ensures that all of the periods are purely real. The cycles around the ends are similarly conjugate by the construction of the orthodisks. The symmetry of the domain ensures that the ends are orthogonal. r
The height function on the space of geometric coordinates will be a sum over several summands of the following type:
Definition 4.1. Let c be a cycle. Define
The rather complicated shape of this expression is required to prove the properness of the height function: Because there are sequences of points in the space of geometric coordinates which converge to the boundary so that both orthodisks degenerate for the same cycles, the above expression must be very sensitive to di¤erent rates with which this happens. Before we introduce the cycles formally, we need to set some notation. In Figure 4 .1, we have labeled the finite vertices of the staircase for S g as fP 0 ; . . . ; P 2g g, the end vertices as E 1 and E 2 , and the finite vertices on the outside boundary components of W G dh and W G À1 dh as V þ and V À , respectively. Note that in the Figure 4 .1, the vertices P i proceed in a di¤erent order for the domain W G À1 dh than they do for the domain W G dh . At this point, there is a di‰culty in keeping the notation consistent; a consistent choice of orientation of the Gauss map G results in the two regions switching labels as we increase the genus by one; we will circumvent that notational issue by requiring the Gauss map G to have the orientation for odd genus opposite to that which it has for even genusthus, the angle at P g in W G dh will always be 3p=2, independently of g. See Figure 4 .1. Now let's introduce the cycles formally. Let c i denote the cycle in a domain which encircles the segment P iÀ1 P i ; here i ranges from 1 to g À 1, and from g þ 2 to 2g. In addition, let d connect the segment E 2 P 0 to the segment P 2g E 1 . This last segment d is loosely analogous in its design and purpose to the arc we used in the second proof of the existence of the Karcher surface S 1 .
We group these cycles in pairs symmetric with respect to the y ¼ Àx diagonal and also require that the cycles are symmetric themselves: To this end, set
These cycles will detect degeneracies on the boundary with many finite vertices, while d detects degeneration of the pair of boundaries in W G dh .
We next use these cycles to define a proper height function on the moduli space D g of pairs of orthodisks. Note that dim D g ¼ g, so we are using g cycles. Proof. Map the W G dh orthodisk conformally to the upper half plane H so that P g is mapped to 0, and V þ to y. As the domain W G dh is symmetric about a diagonal line connecting P g with V þ , our mapping is equivariant with respect to that symmetry and the reflection in H about the imaginary axis-in particular, E 1 is taken to 1, while E 2 is taken to À1. The vertices P j , E k , V G are mapped to pointsP P j ;Ẽ E k ;Ṽ V G A R and the cycles g j are carried to cycles in the upper half plane which are symmetric with respect to reflection in the y-axis. Now, note that if the height H vanishes, then so do each of the terms Hðg i Þ and HðdÞ. Thus the corresponding extremal lengths ext W G dh ðGÞ and ext W G À1 dh ðGÞ agree on the curves G ¼ d, g 1 ; . . . ; g gÀ1 . It is thus enough to show that the set
of extremal lengths determines the conformal structure of W G dh , or equivalently in this case of a planar domain W G dh , the positions of the distinguished points fP P j ;ẽ e k ;Ṽ V G g on the boundary of the image H. Now,P P 0 ¼ ÀP P 2g , and as ext W G dh ðdÞ is monotone in the position ofP P 0 ¼ ÀP P 2g (having fixedẽ e 1 ¼ 1 andẽ e 2 ¼ À1), we see that ext W G dh ðdÞ determines the position ofP P 0 and P P 2g ¼ ÀP P 0 . Next we regardP P 1 as a variable, with the positions ofP P 2 ; . . . ;P P gÀ1 depending onP P 1 . The point is that any choice ofP P 1 , together with the datum ext W G dh ðg 1 Þ uniquely determines a corresponding position ofP P 2 ; moreover, as our choice ofP P 1 tends to À1, the correspondingly determinedP P 2 also tends to À1, and as our choice ofP P 1 tends to 0, the correspondingly determinedP P 2 pushes towards 0. Thus since we know that there is at least one choice of points fP P j ;Ẽ E k ;Ṽ V G g on the boundary of the image H for which the extremal lengths will agree for corresponding curve systems, we see there is a range of possible values in ðÀ1; 0Þ for the position ofP P 1 , each uniquely determining a position ofP P 2 in ðP P 1 ; 0Þ. Similarly, for each of those valuesP P 1 andP P 2 , the extremal length ext W G dh ðg 2 Þ uniquely determines a value forP P 3 in ðP P 2 ; 0Þ. We continue, inductively using the positions ofP P jÀ1 and P P j and the datum ext W G dh ðg j Þ to determineP P jþ1 . In the end, we have, for each choice ofP P 1 , a sequence of uniquely determined positionsP P 2 ; . . . ;P P gÀ1 , with the positions of all the determined points depending monotonically on the choice ofP P 1 . Of course the positions of P P gÀ3 ,P P gÀ2 ,P P gÀ1 andP P g ¼ 0 determine the value ext W G dh ðg gÀ1 Þ, which is part of the data. By the monotonicity of the dependence of the choice of positionsP P 2 ; . . . ;P P gÀ1 on the choice ofP P 1 , we see that the choice ofP P 1 , and hence all of the values, is uniquely determined.
Thus all of the distinguished points on the boundary of H are determined, hence so is the conformal structure of W G dh . r As we clearly have that H f 0, we see that our task in the next few sections is to find zeroes of H. This we accomplish, in some sense, by flowing down À'H along a nice locus Y H D g avoiding both critical points and a neighborhood of qD g .
An essential property of the height is its analyticity:
Proposition 4.4. The height function is a real analytic function on D g .
Proof.
The height is an analytic expression in extremal lengths of cycles connecting edges of polygons. That these are real analytic, follows by applying the SchwarzChristo¤el formula twice: first to map the polygon conformally to the upper half plane, and second to map the upper half plane to a rectangle so that the edges the cycle connects become parallel edges of the rectangle. Then it follows that the modulus of the rectangle depends real analytically on the geometric coordinates of the orthodisks. The proof is based on the following fundamental principle we have used for the identical purpose in [28] and [29] . Theorem 4.6. Let c be a cycle which, as in the previous subsection, connects two edges of an orthodisk domain. Consider a sequence of pairs of conjugate orthodisks W G dh and W G À1 dh indexed by a parameter n such that either c encircles an edge shrinking geometrically to zero and both ext W G dh ðgÞ ! 0 and ext W G À1 dh ðgÞ ! 0, or c foots on an edge shrinking geometrically to zero and both ext W G dh ðgÞ ! y and ext W G À1 dh ðgÞ ! y. Then HðcÞ ! y as n ! y.
We postpone the proof of this theorem until after the proof of Theorem 4.5.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. To show that the height functions from Section 4.1 are proper, we need to prove that for any sequence of points in D converging to some boundary point, at least one of the terms in the height function goes to infinity. The idea is as follows. By the completeness of the geometric coordinate system (Theorem 3.2), at least one of the two orthodisks degenerates conformally. We will now analyze those possible geometric degenerations.
Begin by observing that we may normalize the geometric coordinates such that the boundary of W G dh containing the vertices fP i g has fixed 'total length' 1 between P 0 and P 2g , i.e. the sum of the Euclidean lengths of the finite length edges is 1. If the geometric degeneration involves degeneration in this outer boundary component of qW G dh , then one of the cycles g j that either encircles or ends on an edge (or in the case where P gÀ1 , P g and P gþ1 coalesce, a pair of edges) must shrink to zero. By the Monodromy Theorem 4.6, the corresponding term of the height function goes to infinity, and we are done.
Alternatively, if there is no geometric degeneration on the boundary component of W G dh containing the vertices fP i g, then the degeneration must come from the vertex V þ either limiting on P g , or tending to infinity. In the first case, as in our discussion of the extremal length geometry behind Karcher's surface, this then forces the extremal length ext W G dh ðdÞ to go to y, while, in the dual orthodisk, no degeneration is occurring and ext W G À1 dh ðdÞ is converging to a positive value. Naturally, this also sends the corresponding term HðdÞ to y.
In the latter case of V þ tending to infinity, and no other degeneration on qW G dh , it is convenient to adopt a di¤erent normalization: for this case, we set dðP g ; V þ Þ ¼ 1. This forces all V 1 ; . . . ; V 2g to coalesce simultaneously. Then the argument proceeds quite analogously to the argument we gave in Section 3 for the existence of Karcher's surface. In particular, the present case follows directly from that case, once we take into account a wellknown background fact.
Claim. Let W H W 0 , let G be a curve system for W and let G 0 be a curve system for
Proof of Claim. Any candidate metric r 0 for ext W 0 ðG 0 Þ restricts to a metric r for ext W ðGÞ. The minimum length of elements of G in this restricted metric is at least as large as the minimum length of G 0 I G in the extended metric; moreover, the area of the metric restricted to W is no larger than that of the r 0 -area of W 0 I W. Thus The proof of the claim concludes by comparing these ratios for an extremizing sequence r 0 n for ext W 0 ðG 0 Þ.
With the claim now in hand, we return to the proof of Theorem 4.5. Observe that the orthodisk W G dh for S g sits strictly outside the orthodisk W G dh for S 1 , where here we compare corresponding orthodisks whose first and last vertices (P 0 and P 2g ) agree, while P g for S 1 is constructed using the existing geometric data (see Figure 4. On the other hand, the corresponding orthodisk W G À1 dh for S g sits strictly inside the corresponding orthodisk W G À1 dh for S 1 , using the standard correspondence of W G dh and W G À1 dh orthodisks. Observe that for the V i close enough together, the vertex V 1 of S 1 will lie outside that of W G À1 dh of S g . Thus ext
ðdÞ.
Thus because we have ext
ðdÞ for the case of S 1 (see (2.6)), with both quantities tending to zero (at di¤erent rates), the claim implies that we have the analogous inequality ext
ðdÞ holding for S g . Moreover, the claim (and the notation) also implies that ext W G dh ðdÞ tends to zero at a rate distinct from that of ext W G À1 dh ðdÞ. Thus the height function HðdÞ in such a case tends to infinity.
There is one final case to consider, which is hidden a bit because of our usual choice of conventions: it is only here that this normalizing of notation can be misleading. The issue is that, in Figure 4 .2 for instance, the angle at P g and the angle of V À are both p=2 in W G dh , and the angles are 3p=2 at both P g and V þ in W G À1 dh . However, we of course need to consider degenerations when the corresponding angles do not agree, for example when the angle at P g in W G dh is 3p=2 while the angle at V À (also) in W G dh is p=2. (In that situation, we will also be in the situation where the angle at P g in W G À1 dh is p=2 and the angle at V þ in W G À1 dh is 3p=2.) Now this situation is simply only a bit more complicated than the last case we considered, as it follows by applying the claim as before and then the comparison for genus one, only this time we have to apply that claim twice before invoking the comparison for genus one.
We also use a slightly di¤erent auxiliary construction, which we now explain. In the situation where the angle of V À in W G dh is p=2 while the angle at P g in W G dh is 3p=2, imagine 'cutting a notch out of W G À1 dh ' near P g : more precisely, replace a neighborhood of qW G dh near P g with three vertices P This treats the four possible cases, and the theorem is proven. r 4.3. A monodromy argument. In this section, we prove that the periods of orthodisks have incompatible logarithmic singularities in suitable coordinates and apply this to prove the Monodromy Theorem 4.6. The main idea is that to study the dependence of extremal lengths of the geometric coordinates, it is necessary to understand the asymptotic dependence of extremal lengths of the degenerating conformal polygons (which is classical and well known, see [19] ), and the asymptotic dependence of the geometric coordinates of the degenerating conformal polygons. This dependence is given by Schwarz-Christo¤el maps which are well-studied in many special cases. Moreover, it is known that these maps possess asymptotic expansions in logarithmic terms. Instead of computing this expansion explicitly for the two maps we need, we use a monodromy argument to show that the crucial logarithmic terms have a di¤erent sign for the two expansions.
Let D g be a geometric coordinate domain of dimension g f 2, i.e. a simply connected domain equipped with defining geometric coordinates for a pair of orthodisks W G dh and W G À1 dh as usual.
Suppose g is a cycle in the underlying conformal polygon which joins two nonadjacent edges P 1 P 2 with Q 1 Q 2 . Denote by R 1 the vertex before Q 1 and by R 2 the vertex after Q 2 and observe that by assumption, R 2 3 P 1 but that we can possibly have P 2 ¼ R 1 . Introduce a second cycle b which connects R 1 Q 1 with Q 2 R 2 .
The situation is illustrated in Figure 4 .3. We have replaced the labels of P i ; V G and E j that we use for vertices in qW G dh and qW G À1 dh with generic labels of distinguished points on the boundary of the region: these will represent in general the situations that we would encounter in the orthodisk. Of course, we retain the convention of using the same label name for corresponding vertices in qW G dh and qW G À1 dh . We formulate the claim of Theorem 4.6 more precisely in the following two lemmas: Lemma 4.7. Suppose that for a sequence p n A D with p n ! p 0 A qD we have that ext W G dh ð p n Þ ðgÞ ! 0 and ext W G À1 dh ð p n Þ ðgÞ ! 0. Suppose furthermore that g is a cycle encircling an edge which degenerates geometrically to 0 as n ! y. Then We first prove Lemma 4.7.
Proof of Lemma 4.7. Consider the conformal polygons corresponding to the pair of orthodisks. Normalize the punctures by Mö bius transformations so that
If a is a curve in a domain W H C, then define Per aðWÞ ¼ Ð a dz. Here our focus is on periods of the one-form dz as we are typically interested in domains W which are developed images of pairs ðW; oÞ of domains and one-forms on those domains, i.e. zðpÞ ¼ Ð p p 0 o. By the assumption of Lemma 4.7, we know that e; e 0 ! 0 as n ! y.
We now allow Q 1 to move in the complex plane and apply the Real Analyticity Alternative Lemma 4.11 below to the curve e ¼ e 0 e it : here we are regarding the position of Q 1 as traveling along a small circle around the origin, i.e. its defined position e A R has been extended to allow complex values. We will conclude from that lemma that either This latter quantity goes to infinity, since we have shown that e and e 0 tend to zero at different rates. This proves Lemma 4.7. r Proof of Lemma 4.8. The proof of Lemma 4.8 is very similar: For convenience, we normalize the points of the punctured disks such that
for W G dh and
By the assumption of Lemma 4.8, we know that e; e 0 ! 0 as n ! y. We now apply the Real Analyticity Alternative Lemma 4.11 below to the curve 1 þ e 0 e it and conclude that
is single-valued in e while
is single-valued in e 0 (or conversely, but we will without loss of generality assume this case for the ease of exposition). The rest of the proof is identical to the proof of Lemma 4.7. r To prove the needed Real Analyticity Alternative Lemma 4.11, we need asymptotic expansions of the extremal length in terms of the geometric coordinates of the orthodisks. Though not much is known explicitly about extremal lengths in general, for the chosen cycles we can reduce this problem to an asymptotic control of Schwarz-Christo¤el integrals. Their monodromy properties allow us to distinguish their asymptotic behavior by the sign of logarithmic terms.
We introduce some notation: suppose we have an orthodisk such that the angles at the vertices alternate between p=2 and Àp=2 modulo 2p. (We will also allow some angles to be 0 modulo 2p but they will not be relevant for this argument.) Consider the SchwarzChristo¤el map
from a conformal polygon with vertices at t i to this orthodisk: here the exponents a j alternate between À1 and þ1, depending on whether the angles at the vertices are p=2 or Àp=2, ðmod 2pÞ, respectively. Choose four distinct vertices t i , t iþ1 , t j , t jþ1 (not necessarily consecutive). Introduce a cycle g in the upper half plane connecting edge ðt i ; t iþ1 Þ with edge ðt j ; t jþ1 Þ and denote by g the closed cycle obtained from g and its mirror image at the real axis. Similarly, denote by b the cycle connecting ðt jÀ1 ; t j Þ with ðt jþ1 ; t jþ2 Þ and by b the cycle together with its mirror image.
Now consider the Schwarz-Christo¤el period integrals
as multivalued functions depending on the now complex parameters t i . Proof. The path of analytic continuation of t jþ1 around t j gives rise to an isotopy of C which moves t jþ1 along this path. This isotopy drags b and g to new cycles b 0 and g 0 .
Because the curve b is defined to surround t j and t jþ1 , the analytic continuation merely returns b to b 0 . Thus, because b 0 equals b, their periods are also equal. On the other hand, the curve g is not equal to g 0 : informally, g 0 is obtained as the Dehn twist of g around b. Now, the period of g 0 is obtained by developing the flat structure of the doubled orthodisk along g 0 . To compute this flat structure, observe the crucial fact that the angles at the orthodisk vertices are either p=2 or Àp=2, modulo 2p. In either case, we see from the developed flat structure that the period of g 0 equals the period of g plus twice the period of b. r Now denote by d :¼ t jþ1 À t j and fix all t i other than t jþ1 : we regard t jþ1 as the independent variable, here viewed as complex, since we are allowing it to travel around t j .
Lemma 4.10 (Analyticity Lemma
Proof. By definition, the function is locally holomorphic in a punctured neighborhood of d ¼ 0. By Lemma 4.9 it extends to be single valued in a (full) neighborhood of d ¼ 0. r
We will now specialize this picture to the situation at hand-an orthodisk where g represents one of the distinguished cycles g i . Then F ðgÞ and F ðbÞ are either real or imaginary, and are perpendicular. Thus Lemma 4.10 implies that jF ðgÞj G log d p jF ðbÞj is real analytic in d with one choice of sign. The crucial observation is now that whatever alternative holds, the opposite alternative will hold for the conjugate orthodisk. More precisely: Let F 1 and F 2 be the Schwarz-Christo¤el maps associated to a pair of conjugate orthodisks. These will be defined on di¤erent but consistently labeled punctured upper half planes. Let d i refer to the complex parameter d introduced above for the maps F i , respectively.
Lemma 4.11 (Real Analyticity Alternative Lemma). Either jF
Proof. We have already noted that either alternative holds in both cases. It remains to show that it holds with opposite signs. For some special values d 1 ; d 2 > 0, the two orthodisks are conjugate. For instance, we can assume that for these values, F 1 ðgÞ ¼ F 2 ðgÞ > 0. Then F 1 ðbÞ and F 2 ðbÞ are both imaginary with opposite signs, and the claimed alternative holds for these values of d 1 , d 2 . By continuity, the alternative holds for all d 1 and d 2 . r Remark 4.12. A concrete way of understanding the phenomenon here is that the asymptotic expansion of the period of a curve meeting a degenerating cycle b, where the edge for b has preimages b and b þ e, has a term of the form Ge k log e, where the sign relates to the geometry of the orthodisk.
The flow to a solution
The last part of the proof of the Main Theorem requires us to prove the Lemma 5.1 (Regeneration Lemma). There is, for a given genus g, a certain (good ) locus Y H D g in the space D g of geometric coordinates with the following properties:
(1) Y lies properly within the space of geometric coordinates.
(2) If dH ¼ 0 at a point on the locus Y, then actually H ¼ 0 at that point.
Remarks on deformations of conjugate pairs of orthodisks. Let us discuss informally the proof of Lemma 5.3. Because angles of corresponding vertices in the W G dh $ W G À1 dh correspondence sum to 0 ðmod 2pÞ, the orthodisks fit together along corresponding edges, so conjugacy of orthodisks requires corresponding edges to move in di¤erent directions: if the edge E on W G dh moves 'out', the corresponding edge E Ã on W G À1 dh moves 'in', and vice versa (see Figure 5.1 below) . Thus we expect that if g has an endpoint on E, then one of the extremal lengths of g decreases, while the other extremal length of g on the other orthodisk would increase: this will force the height HðgÞ of g to have a definite sign, as desired. This is the intuition behind Lemma 5.3; a rigorous argument requires us to actually compute derivatives of relevant extremal lengths using the formula (2.3) (in the introductory Section 2.6 on extremal length). We do this by displaying, fairly explicitly, the deformations of the orthodisks (in local coordinates on W G dh and W G À1 dh ) as well as the di¤erentials of extremal lengths, also in coordinates. After some preliminary notational description in Section 5.2, we do most of the computing in Section 5.3. Also in Section 5.3 is the key technical lemma, which relates the formalism of formula (2.3), together with the local coordinate descriptions of its terms, to the intuition we just described.
Infinitesimal pushes.
We need to formalize the previous discussion. As always we are concerned with relating the Euclidean geometry of the orthodisks (which corresponds directly with the periods of the Weierstrass data) to the conformal data of the domains W G dh and W G À1 dh . From the discussion above, it is clear that the allowable infinitesimal motions in D, which are parametrized in terms of the Euclidean geometry of W G dh and W G À1 dh , are given by infinitesimal changes in lengths of finite sides, with the changes being done simultaneously on W G dh and W G À1 dh to preserve conjugacy. The link to the conformal geometry is the formula (2.3): a motion which infinitesimally transforms W G dh , say, will produce an infinitesimal change in the conformal structure. This tangent vector to the moduli space of conformal structures is represented by a Beltrami di¤erential. Later, formula (2.3) will be used, together with knowledge of the cotangent vectors d ext W G dh ðÁÞ and d ext W G À1 dh ðÁÞ, to determine the derivatives of the relevant extremal lengths, hence the derivative of the height.
To begin, we explicitly compute the e¤ect of infinitesimal pushes of certain edges on the extremal lengths of relevant cycles. This is done by explicitly displaying the infinitesimal deformation and then using this formula to compute the sign of the derivative of the extremal lengths, using formula (2.3). There will be two di¤erent cases to consider.
Case A. Finite non-central edges of the type P iÀ1 P i for i < g. Case B. An edge (finite or infinite) and its symmetric side meet in a corner, for instance P gÀ1 P g .
For each case there are two subcases, which we can describe as depending on whether the given sides are horizontal or vertical. The distinction is, surprisingly, a bit important, as together with the fact that we do our deformations in pairs, it provides for an important cancelation of (possibly) singular terms in Lemma 5.5. We defer this point for later, while here we begin to calculate the relevant Beltrami di¤erentials in the cases.
While logically it is conceivable that each infinitesimal motion might require two di¤erent types of cases, depending on whether the edge we are deforming on W G dh corresponds on W G À1 dh to an edge of the same type or a di¤erent type, in fact this issue does not arise for the particular case of the Scherk surfaces we are discussing in this paper. By contrast, it does arise for the generalized Costa surfaces we discussed in [29] .
Case A. Here the computations are quite analogous to those that we found in [28] ; they di¤er only in orientation of the boundary of the orthodisk. We include them for the completeness of the exposition.
We first consider the case of a horizontal finite side; as in Figure 5 .1, we see that the neighborhood of the horizontal side of the orthodisk in the plane naturally divides into six regions which we label R 1 ; . . . ; R 6 . Our deformation f e ¼ f e; b; d di¤ers from the identity only in such a neighborhood, and in each of the six regions, the map is a‰ne. In fact we have a two-parameter family of these deformations, all of which have the same infinitesimal e¤ect, with the parameters b and d depending on the dimensions of the supporting neighborhood. ; fÀa e x e a; 0 e y e bg ¼ R 1 ;
x; e þ b þ e b y
; fÀa e x e a; Àb e y e 0g ¼ R 2 ; ðx; yÞ otherwise; where we have defined the regions R 1 ; . . . ; R 6 within the definition of f e . Also note that here the orthodisk contains the arc fðÀa; yÞ j 0 e y e bg W fðx; 0Þ j Àa e x e ag W fða; yÞ j Àb e y e 0g:
Let E denote the edge being pushed, defined above as ½Àa; a Â f0g.
Of course f e di¤ers from the identity only on a neighborhood of the edge E, so that f e takes the symmetric orthodisk to an asymmetric orthodisk. We next modify f e in a neighborhood of the reflected (across the y ¼ Àx line) segment E Ã in an analogous way with a map f Ã e so that f Ã e f e will preserve the symmetry of the orthodisk.
Our present conventions are that the edge E is horizontal; this forces E Ã to be vertical and we now write down f Ã e for such a vertical segment; this is a straightforward extension of the description of f e for a horizontal side, but we present the definition of f ðx; yÞ otherwise:
Note that under the reflection across the line fy ¼ Àxg, the region R i gets taken to the region R Ã i .
Let n e ¼ ð f e Þ z ð f e Þ z denote the Beltrami di¤erential of f e , and set _ n n ¼ d de 
is a Beltrami di¤erential supported in a bounded domain in one of the domains W G dh or W G À1 dh . We begin by observing that it is easy to compute that
0 z B suppð f e À idÞ:
We further compute
Case B. We have separated this case out for purely expositional reasons. We can imagine that the infinitesimal push that moves the pair of consecutive sides along the symmetry line fy ¼ Àxg is the result of a composition of a pair of pushes from Case A, i.e. our di¤eomorphism F e; b; d can be written F e; b; d ¼ f e f Ã e , where the maps di¤er from the identity in the union of the supports of _ n n b; d and _ n n
It is an easy consequence of the chain rule applied to this formula for F e; b; d that the infinitesimal Beltrami di¤erential for this deformation is the sum _ n n b; d þ _ n n We begin by recalling some background from Section 2. If we are given a curve g, the extremal length of that curve on an orthodisk, say W G dh , is a real-valued C 1 function on the moduli space of that orthodisk. Its di¤erential is then a holomorphic quadratic di¤erential
d ext ðÁÞ ðgÞj W G dh on that orthodisk; the horizontal foliation of F g consists of curves which connect the same edges in W G dh as g, since F g is obtained as the pullback of the quadratic di¤erential dz 2 from a rectangle where g connects the opposite vertical sides. We compute the derivative of the extremal length function using formula (2.3), i.e.
It is here where we find that we can actually compute the sign of the derivative of the extremal lengths, hence the height function, but also encounter a subtle technical problem. The point is that we will discover that just the topology of the curve g on W G dh will determine the sign of the derivative on an edge E, so we will be able to evaluate the sign of the integral above, if we shrink the support of the Beltrami di¤erential _ n n b; d to the edge by sending b, d to zero. (In particular, the sign of F g depends precisely on whether the foliation of F ¼ F g is parallel or perpendicular to E, and on whether E is horizontal or vertical.) We then need to know two things: (1) that this limit exists, and (2) that we may know its sign via examination of the sign of _ n n b; d and F g on the edge E. We phrase this as Re Ð F _ n n exists, is finite and non-zero.
(2) The (horizontal) foliation of F ¼ F g is either parallel or orthogonal to the segment which is lim
(3) The expression C _ n n has a constant sign on the segment E, and the integral (2.3) also has that (same) sign.
Of course, in the statement of the lemma, the horizontal foliation of the holomorphic quadratic di¤erential F ¼ F g has regular curves parallel to g. This lemma provides the rigorous foundation for the intuition described in the final paragraph of the strategy in Section 5.1.
Proof of the technical Lemma 5.5.
Proof. Let S G dh denote the double of W G dh across the boundary; the metric space S G dh is a flat sphere with conical singularities, two of which are metric cylinders.
The foliation of F, on say W G dh , lifts to a foliation on the punctured sphere, symmetric about the reflection about the equator. This proves the second statement. The third statement follows from the first (and from the above discussion of the topology of the vertical foliation of F g ), once we prove that there is no infinitude of Ð F _ n n as b; d ! 0 coming from either the neighborhood of infinity of the infinite edges or the regions R 3 and R 4 for the finite vertices. This finiteness will follow from the proof of the first statement. Thus, we are left to prove the first statement which requires us once again to consider the cases A and B.
Case A. Suppose g connects two non-central finite edges E 0 and E 00 on W G dh . To understand the singular behavior of F ¼ F g near a vertex of the orthodisk, say W G dh , we begin by observing (by formula (2.3) ) that on a preimage on S G dh of such a vertex, the lifted quadratic di¤erential, say C, has a simple pole. This is consistent with the nature of the foliation of C, whose non-singular horizontal leaves are all freely homotopic to the lift of g; the fact itself follows from following the lift of the canonical quadratic di¤er-ential on a rectangle. Thus the singular leaves of C are segments on the equator of the sphere connecting lifts of endpoints of the edges E 0 and E 00 .
Now let o be a local uniformizing parameter near the preimage of the vertex on S G dh and z a local uniformizing parameter near the vertex of W G dh on C. There are two cases to consider, depending on whether the angle in W G dh at the vertex is 3p=2 or p=2. In the first case, the map from W G dh to a lift of W G dh in S G dh is given in coordinates by o ¼ ðizÞ 2=3 , and in the second case by o ¼ z 2 . Thus, in the first case we write C ¼ c do
and in the second case we write F ¼ 4c dz 2 ; in both cases, the constant c is real with sign determined by the direction of the foliation.
With these expansions for F, we can compute lim that any deformation of the orthodisk will not alter (infinitesimally) the contribution of these terms to H. Thus the only e¤ect of an infinitesimal deformation of an orthodisk system on Y to the height function H is to the term Hðg gÀ1 Þ, which is non-zero to first order by Lemma 5.5. This concludes the proof of the lemma. r 5.5. Regeneration. In the previous section we showed how we might reduce the height function H at a critical point of a locus Y, where the locus Y was defined as the null locus of all but one of the heights Hðg gÀ1 Þ. In this section, we prove Lemma 5.4, which guarantees the existence of such a locus Y.
Let us review the context for this argument. Basically, we will prove the existence of the genus g Scherk surface, S g , by using the existence of the genus g À 1 Scherk surface, S gÀ1 , to imply the existence of a locus Y H D g -the Lemma 5.3 and the Properness Theorem 4.5 then prove the existence of S g . Indeed, our proof of the main theorem is by induction: we make the Inductive Assumption A. There exists a genus g À 1 Scherk surface S gÀ1 .
Thus, all of our surfaces are produced from only slightly less complicated surfaces; this is the general principle of 'handle addition' referred to in the title.
For concreteness and ease of notation, we will prove the existence of S 3 assuming the existence of S 2 . The general case follows with only more notation. Thus, our present goal is the proof of Theorem 5.6. There is a reflexive orthodisk system for the configuration S 3 .
Proof. Let us use the given height H 3 for S 3 and consider how the height H 2 for S 2 relates to it, near a solution for the genus 2 problem.
Our notation is given in Section 4.1 and is recorded in the diagrams below: for instance, the curve system d connects the edges E 2 P 0 and P 6 E 1 .
We are interested in how an orthodisk system might degenerate. One such degeneration is shown in Figure 5 .3, where the points P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 have coalesced. The point is that the degenerating family of (pairs of) Riemann surfaces in D 3 limits on (a pair of) surfaces with nodes. (We recall that a surface with nodes is a complex space where every point has a neighborhood complex isomorphic to either the disk fjzj < 1g or a pair of disks fðz; wÞ j zw ¼ 0g in C 2 .) In the case of the surfaces corresponding to W G dh and W G À1 dh , the components of the noded surface (i.e. the regular components of the noded surface in the complement of the nodes) are di‰cult to observe, as the flat structures on the thricepunctured sphere components are simply single points.
An important issue in this section is that some of our curves cross the pinching locus on the surface, i.e. the curve on the surface which is being collapsed to form the node. In particular, in the diagram, the dotted curves g 2 are such curves, so their depiction in the degenerated figure is, well, degenerate: the curves connect a point and an edge. Note that when we degenerate, we are left with the orthodisks for the surface of one lower genus, in this case that of S 2 .
Our basic approach is to work backwards from this understanding of degenerationwe aim to 'regenerate' the locus Y in D 3 from the solution X 2 A D 2 H qD 3 . We focus on the curves d and g 1 , ignoring the degenerate curve g 2 . (In the general case for D g , there are g À 1 non-degenerate curves fd; g 1 ; . . . ; g gÀ2 g, and one degenerate curve g gÀ1 .)
We restate Lemma 5.4 in terms of the present (simpler) notation.
Lemma 5.7. There is a one-dimensional analytic closed locus Y H D g so that both
Proof. We again continue with the notation for g ¼ 3. As putatively defined in the statement of the lemma, Y would be clearly closed, and would have non-empty intersection with D 2 as D 2 contains the solution S 2 to the genus 2 problem.
We parametrize D 3 near X 2 as D 2 Â ½0; eÞ and consider the map Here, the coordinate t refers to a specific choice of normalized geometric coordinate, i.e. t ¼ ImðP 0 P 1 ! P 2 P 3 Þ ¼ ReðP 3 P 4 ! P 5 P 6 Þ, where the periods ðP 0 P 1 ! P 2 P 3 Þ and ðP 3 P 4 ! P 5 P 6 Þ are measured on the domain W G dh . We now prove the di¤erentiability (condition (i)) of F: as the locus of D 2 A c M 2 Â c M 2 is di¤erentiable (here c M 2 refers to a smooth cover of the relevant neighborhood of S 2 H M 2 , where M 2 is the Deligne-Mostow compactification of the moduli space of curves of genus two), the theorem of Gardiner-Masur [8] implies that F is di¤erentiable, as we have been very careful to choose curves fd; g 1 g which are non-degenerate in a neighborhood of D 2 near the genus two solution S 2 , with both staying in a single regular component of the noded surface.
We are left to treat (ii), the invertibility of the di¤erential dFj T S 2 D 2 . To show that dFj T S 2 D 2 is an isomorphism, we simply prove that it has no kernel. To see this, choose a tangent direction in T S 2 D 2 interpreted as a perturbation of the geometric coordinates for S 2 . To be concrete, we might fix the distance between the parallel semi-infinite sides and vary the finite lengths (or periods) of the sides P i P iþ1 . Now, up to replacing the infinitesimal variation with its negative, one of the finite-length edges has moved into the interior of W G dh as in this case, with our normalization, the only edges free to move are those finite edges. Connect each of those positively moving edges with a curve system from E 2 P 0 (and, symmetrically, P 4 E 1 ¼ P 2g E 1 ). The result is a large curve system (say G) consisting of classes of curves from (possibly) several free homotopy classes. In addition, let n be the associated Beltrami di¤erential to this variation, as in Section 5.2.
The flow computations in Section 5 then say that this entire curve system G has extremal length in W G dh which has decreased by an amount proportional to jnj while the extremal length on W G À1 dh has increased by an amount proportional jnj on W G À1 dh . Thus, in any set of di¤erentiable coordinates for the Teichmü ller space of the surfaces in D 2 , the di¤erence of coordinates for W G dh and W G À1 dh is by an amount proportional to jnj. Thus dFðnÞ f cjnj (for c > 0) which proves the assertion.
To finish the proof of the lemma, we need to show that Yj D 3 is an analytic submanifold of T 3 Â T 3 , where T 3 is the Teichmü ller space of genus three curves: this follows on the interior of D 3 from the fact that Ohtsuka's formulas for extremal length are analytic and the map from D 2 to extremal lengths has non-vanishing derivative.
This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.7 for the case g ¼ 3 and hence also the proof of Theorem 5.6. We have already noted that the argument is completely general, despite our having presented it in the concrete case of S 3 ; thus, by adding more notation, we have proven Lemma 5.7 in full generality. Naturally, this also completes the proof of Lemma 5.4. r
Embeddedness of the doubly-periodic Scherk surface with handles
In this section, we follow Karcher [12] and use the conjugate surface method from Section 2.4 to prove Proposition 6.1. The doubly-periodic Scherk surface with handles ðS g Þ is embedded.
We consider a quarter of the surface, as defined by the shaded lower left quarter square of the fundamental domain of the torus, as in Figure 2 .3.
Of course, this is also the part of the surface used to define the orthodisks W G dh and W G À1 dh . This surface patch, say S g , is bounded by planar symmetry curves and one vertical end and is contained within the infinite box over a 'black' checkerboard square. It will be su‰cient to show that this patch S g is embedded, as the rest of the surface S g in space is obtained by reflecting the image S g of this quarter surface across vertical planes. To show that the image of the quarter surface is embedded, we prove that the conjugate surface is a graph over a convex domain; the result then follows by Krust's theorem in Section 2.4. Thus we prove Lemma 6.2. The conjugate surface for S g is a minimal graph over a convex domain.
We apply the basic principles that straight lines and planar symmetry curves get interchanged by the operation of conjugation of minimal surfaces, and angles get preserved by this operation. Using these principles, we compute the conjugate surface for S g .
We assert that the conjugate surface has the form depicted in Figure 6 .1 and described below. The surface in the figure extends horizontally along the positive horizontal coordinate directions to infinity.
The surface patch will be bounded by two polygonal arcs in space. The first one corresponds to the P 1 Á Á Á P 2g polygonal arc of the orthodisks. As the original surface is cut orthogonally by two symmetry planes along this arc, the corresponding arc of the conjugate surface will consist of orthogonal line segments which stay in the same horizontal plane: to see this, begin by observing that the Gauss map has vertical normals at the points corresponding to the vertices of the orthodisk boundaries, hence also at the corners of the straight line segments on the conjugate surfaces. Yet where two of these segments meet, the tangent plane is tangent to both of them, hence the normal is in the unique direction normal to both; as the Gauss map is vertical, both segments must be horizontal. We conclude then that all of the straight segments must be horizontal, and hence this connected component of the boundary must lie in a horizontal plane.
Similarly the second connected arc, this time made up of a pair of infinite arcs, is also horizontal, thus parallel to the first boundary arc.
We next claim that the two horizontal connected components of the boundary have (a pair of) parallel infinite edges as ends which lie on the same (pair of) vertical planes. To see this, consider the (pair of) cycles around the two ends E 1 and E 2 : we have constructed the Weierstrass data one-forms G dh and G À1 dh so that the coordinate one-forms ðG À G À1 Þ dh and iðG þ G À1 Þ dh have purely real periods, while the coordinate one-form dh has a purely imaginary period. Thus for the conjugate surface, the coordinate one-forms ðG À G À1 Þ dh and iðG þ G À1 Þ dh have purely imaginary periods, while the coordinate one-form dh has a purely real period. As any representative of this cycle lifts to connect semi-infinite ends of the connected components of the boundary, and any such lift must have endpoints di¤ering by a period, we see that the semi-infinite ends of the connected components of the boundary di¤er (respectively) by a purely vertical translation.
We now produce a minimal surface which spans this pair of boundary components. To do this, we first approximate the boundary by a compact boundary, then solve the corresponding Plateau problem for compact boundary values, and then finally take a limit. More precisely, consider a boundary formed from the boundary arcs described above by introducing vertical segments G b; 1 and G b; 2 connecting the two pairs of parallel semiinfinite boundary edges at distance b from the (image of the) point P g . This boundary is now compact and projects injectively onto a rectangle boundary by using the projection in the direction of the 'diagonal' vector ð1; 1; 0Þ.
This corresponding boundary problem has a classical Plateau solution which is unique and a graph over the plane orthogonal to ð1; 1; 0Þ by Radó 's theorem. We now look at a sequence of such Plateau solutions for increasing values of b ! y. This sequence is pointwise bounded, because the conjugate surface for S g , shifted in the direction of the vector ð1; 1; 0Þ, provides an upper barrier (as would a suitably scaled and translated catenoid).
Thus, by the monotone convergence theorem [11] , the approximate solutions S Ã g; b converge to a solution S Ã g for the infinite boundary problem; as the approximate solutions are all graphs and minimal, the limit S Ã g is also a graph (here convergence of the graphed functions u b in C 0 implies their convergence in C 1 by standard elliptic theory, hence to a graph). Then, by Krust's theorem, the conjugate patch to that limit graph is also a graph, and since that conjugate patch is a fundamental piece of our surface S g , we see that S g is embedded. r
